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Some of our clients….



Big Can hold up to 200Kg of
waste/equipment on board

Remote 
Streaming

Operator can drive the boat 
remotely using the internet!

Autopilot Clearbot can be set to clean 
around a fixed path automatically

Electric
Upto 10Km range and can be 
charged in 6 hours! Range 
expandable.



Oil & Trash Cleanup 
in Yacht Marina
In partnership with Sino Group



Sino Group Gold Coast 
Yacht Club Marina

December 2021

We identified that waste accumulation is unattractive
to guests and affects the image of the property. 
Situation can worsen during heavy rain or typhoon 
conditions. That is a major problem.

Current methods used by Sino Group are 
labor intensive and time consuming. The clients 
needed a better solution.

Before



Using Clearbot at the 
Sino Gold Coast Marina 
has observable benefits 
for the client.
Safer
Using object avoidance technology, Clearbot ensures 
safe operation around moving yachts.

After

Easier
Clearbot automated the work of two to three full-time 
employees that are otherwise required for cleanup operation.

Efficient
Can reach tight corners and docking areas & collect same 
amount of waste in half the time.



Automated trash clearing in 
typhoon shelter
[Rotary Club of Hong Kong]



Right now, diesel boats and fishing nets are used to reduce 
refuse accumulation which has been incredibly ineffective 
and expensive especially in shelters with the higher 
concentration of yachts/boats.

Before

In typhoon shelters, marine trash accumulation is a public 
health nuisance that harbours rodents and can present a 
health to nearby residents and visitors. This has been a 
major challenge for government and NGOs to tackle.



With Clearbot, we have 
been able to:

High Mobility
Can reach tight corners and docking areas & collect same 
amount of waste in half the time.

After

Around the clock collection
Clearbot can be controlled remotely with preset routes of 
operation. So we are able to operate 24 x 7 safely.

Intelligent Collection
Clearbot creates reports to measure impact on cleanup 
efforts. On average, Clearbot generates 50MB of data 
per day.



Foam Clearing
In partnership with Drainage Services 
Department



Pollution causes build up of clumped up foam on the water 
surface sides of the water treatment plant tanks.

Before

As a result, foam gets stuck upstream causing damage to 
the water processing plant infrastructure and 
maintenance challenges for the operation staff.



We used a customized clearbot boat platform to help 
automatically clear the foam in DSD’s water treatment 
plant. An AI dashboard helped them track cleaning 
progress in realtime.

After

AI Camera

Automated
100% foam removal daily with minimal human 
intervention.

Cost Effective
No operator required during the entire removal 
process.

Intelligent Data Collection
Live feed with AI based cleaning analysis on online 
dashboard

Client 
Dashboard



Marine Surface Cleanup 
in high risk areas
In partnership with Highways Department



Construction materials often pollute the marine 
environment during building work. For our client, this posed 
a huge challenge as it is extremely dangerous to operate 
under the steel platform while construction work is in 
process. The current methods used are a human safety 
and is inefficient as the client is not able to dislodge 
clumped up waste on the sides of steel platform.

Before



After

Clearbot allows unmanned 
inspection & cleaning of unsafe 
areas without risk to human life. 

Safe
Unmanned and equipped with 4G and FPV camera for 
safe and remote inspection underneath the unsafe 
steel platform.

Emergency Power
and return to home feature in case of loss of connection 
inside unsafe area



Unacceptable Waste 
Detection
In partnership with a HK waste transfer center



Currently, our clients in the waste management 
industry are having operate with incredibly 
inefficient solutions to track waste in their 
waste transfer stations.

Before

Inspections of the materials carried by incoming 
garbage trucks done at these checkpoints are all 
manual which results in very high costs and 
inefficiencies in the process. This poses challenge 
for clients who are now looking to automate this 
inspection system.



After

Improved efficiency
Our AI tech was able to reduce the human capital required 
for inspection of waste by automatically detecting, IDing 
and classifying trash observed in checkpoints.

Lower risks
We were able to conduct waste classification earlier in the 
process of waste management to mitigate losses later on.

Using Clearbot’s AI technology, we are able to improve the 
efficiency of operations in these waste management 
organisations by conducting automated inspections of 
material in waste transfer stations. As a result, our clients 
benefit from:



Marketing and Branding 
Resource Recovery
In partnership with Razer Inc.



After

A partnership with Clearbot meant:
At the cost of 50,000 USD, headline Clearbot as 
part of their ocean day (8th June) event which 
resulted in:

50+ Publications

Over 2 Million + Engagement

Consumer Loyalty

Measurable impact

Hit ESG Targets
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